Call for workshop presentation submissions: Integrating learning analytics and learning design

Submissions are now invited for the workshop “Integrating learning analytics and learning design” hosted by the ASCILITE Learning Analytics Special Interest Group as part of the annual ASCILITE conference in Geelong. The workshop is being held on Sunday morning 25th November from 9:00-12:30pm and a networking lunch, and morning tea, are included in the registration fee of $70.

When interpreting the outputs of the analysis of data about students’ activities in learning environments it is important to make reference to how such learning activities and environments have been designed. Learning design provides a descriptive framework for educators to make visible this complex process, thus providing them with the opportunity to scrutinise and refine future design. Integrating learning analytics with design provides a structure for understanding the data as situated in the design. Despite the potential theoretical and practical benefits of this integration, the reality of doing so is fraught with challenges.

This half-day workshop will explore a range of issues in relation to the link between the fields of learning analytics and learning design. We invite presenters who are currently working on projects that integrate these two areas to submit an extended abstract (max. 1 page) for a brief (10 min) presentation discussing your experience. These contributions need not be accounts of mature or ‘successful’ implementations. Rather we are interested in gleaning insight into what educators and institutions are seeking to achieve when aligning learning design and learning analytics. Presentations can describe any scale of project from classroom intervention to large scale innovation. In particular we’d like presenters to consider:

- How you conceptualise design in your context
- The theoretical framings of your approach
- Institutional/contextual drivers for your project
- What elements of learning design are interesting to you in your project
- What lessons have been learnt (so far)

Submissions are due on 2 November 2018 and should be sent to la-sig@ascilite.org. If you have any further questions about this call for presentation submissions, please email the LA – SIG facilitators at the same email address.

Many thanks!

Hazel, Linda, Sakinah and Cass
Learning Analytics SIG Facilitators